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ST JAMES’S
CONSERVATION TRUST

I am delighted to report on the Trust’s 
progress over 2016 which has seen many 
long term and new initiatives coming to 
fruition. In addition we have welcomed 
in 2016, new Trustees, both long-term 
supporters of the St. James’s area, Mrs Molly 
Borthwick and Mr Martin Low and looking 
forward, anticipate Miles Wade of the Royal 
Automobile Club joining the Trust  
in 2017.

They join our ever-widening representation  
of residents and business interests who make 
up the Trust’s voluntary team. 

This year’s review rightly features inside, 
just some of the many wonderful moments 
of our first major fundraising event: 
a Summer Garden Party, on a warm evening 
on 6 July 2016, hosted thanks to the 
St. James’s Square Trust, in the beautiful 
historic setting of St. James’s Square gardens. 
This has demonstrated, yet again how the 
Trust can bring together local commercial 
and residential communities to support our 
aims and we hope to make this a regular 
event each summer, bringing new friends 
and much needed funds, to enable our 
ideas and future studies to improve the area 
and help direct positive development and 
changes. In addition, the event hosted a 
Trust display alongside one by the new 
St. James’s Neighbourhood Planning Forum, 
which has also been financially aided by the 
Trust, as it commences work with appointed 
planning experts, Gerald Eve, who have 
been consulting with stakeholders in the 
formulation of a St. James’s Neighbourhood 
Plan, to be published soon. 

This will complement the work of the 
Trust, but in a form that can be consulted 
on, leading to formal planning adoption, 
with statutory power, by the City Council, 
following any successful referendum, locally 
in 2017... more to follow...

Completion of some of the key development 
sites, with kind invitations to visit for the 
Chairman and Peter Heath, included:

• 11 - 15 Arlington Street: Milos at 
British Columbia House, the return 
of restored and improved D R Harris 
and St. James’s Market developments, 
repaving and even a new “green wall” 
and completions, at Russell Court, 
88 St. James’s Street, and 
50 St. James’s Street anticipated, in 2017.

• St. James’s Palace: Our improvement 
campaign continues with grant 
applications and donations, sought in 
order to match over half the total costs, 
already committed towards the required 
funding partnership.

• We say farewell and welcome to 
new Trustee, Martin Low. After many 
years at Westminster Council as City 
Commissioner of Transportation he has 
been a good friend to our area and 
Trust. In his professional roles he has 
worked across the borough in initiating, 
promoting and implementing such 
street and lighting improvements as: 
the restoration of 2-way traffic to 
St. James’s Street, Pall Mall and Piccadilly/
Piccadilly Circus, transformation of 
Waterloo Place, Regent Street, 
St. James’s, Haymarket and Charles II 
Street, together with some better bus 
routes serving the area and as legacy 
projects, Jermyn Street and the long-
awaited improved safety and setting 
around the junction at St. James’s 
Palace. He is now a most valued 
St. James’s Trust trustee.

Waterloo 
Place, now 
improved with 
an elegant 
island, has 
celebrated 
this year with 
better building 
illuminations 
and a 
Christmas 
tree!



THE TRUST’S SUMMER GARDEN PARTY  
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“…St. James’s Square was transformed with entertainments, 
marquees, stalls, stages and beautiful flowers, for the Trust’s 
July fundraising event…”
The next event is placed for 29th June 2017
Chairman, Andrew Love, in his speech, 
flanked by resident Trustee event organiser, 
Virginia Chichester (LHS) and The Lord 
Mayor of Westminster, thanked sponsors, 
supporters, the Square’s Trustees, 
Westminster Council and all attendees. 

He reminded the audience of The 
St. James’s Conservation Trust’s continuing 
need for donations and partnerships, 
which since 1999, have helped protect 
and improve the area’s, now formally 
designated, “Special” characteristics…”



ST. JAMES’S PALACE : UPDATE

“…The Trust first promoted ideas for improvements to the 
setting of St. James’s Palace in 1999…”

The ancient St. James’s Palace site, dating back to the 
12th century has changed little since the layout of buildings 
by Henry VIII, who built the surviving brick, Tudor gateway, 
comparable in importance to Hampton Court, but with even 
greater significance as the official residence of the reigning 
monarch ever since the 17th century fire that almost destroyed 
all of Whitehall Palace. However, the setting of this most 
important Court of St. James’s has changed for the worse by 
comparison, as a result of modern road traffic growth and its 
location as a junction of multiple routes at the corner of the 
rectangle forming historic St. James’s. 

The Trust has worked over many years to build a successful 
partnership of supporters for an improved layout and landscape 
which will be a safer, more convenient and attractive for all 
vehicle and pedestrian visitors to the area, and which recognises 
the dignity and needs of a ceremonial and secure Royal Palace 
environment, at the heart of this historic area. 

The project will focus on the publicly accessible, but leftover 
space, comprising the traffic junction which forms the setting of 
the main Tudor front and surrounding Listed Buildings of historic 
and architectural importance. St. James’s is a Conservation, 
Special Policy and Neighbourhood Planning Forum Area, 
originally developed in the 17th century north of the  
12th century leper hospital site, transformed into the 
16th century, St. James’s Palace after The Reformation. 

Existing photo: a leftover space dominated by vehicle traffic. 

A 3D laser scanned CAD model of the area.
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An early 1930s view of St. James’s Palace from the bottom of  
St. James’s Street. Photograph courtesy of Leonard Bentley. Flickr.

Visual of St. James’s Palace proposed improvements from the bottom of 
St. James’s Street.

Aerial view of the proposals. CAD computer model proposals courtesy of 
The Crown Estate and Atkins.

The Palace should be at the heart of St. James’s and appreciated 
by the local and wider community, as well as the many tourists 
who visit the various nearby attractions. The project will improve 
the setting by reconfiguring roads, in partnership with the City 
of Westminster and principal landowners, including The Crown 
Estate, creating new, formal public spaces as a fitting frontage 
to the palace. This will enable the local community, public and 
international visitors to appreciate both St. James’s and its historic 
connection to the palace, its unique functions and architecture 
in the context of local streets and buildings. 

The project will effectively transform this space, by creating a 
new place of appropriate landscape quality, with the roadways 
around it providing for a better and safer, disciplined flow of 
vehicle traffic, with a new right turn option from Marlborough 
Road to Pall Mall, better pedestrian crossings, in locations that 
help routes that encourage the appreciation of the Palace’s 
architecture and presence, revealing it’s qualities. 

With suitable sponsors and additional funding, there may be 
opportunities for new public art or sculpture and even possibly 
a traditional ornamental form of greening for the new island 
public space. This attractive roundabout layout, appropriate, 
to the Palace heritage, would enhance the amenity and 
environmental value of the space, by introducing biodiversity. 
The implementation in phases is led by the City of Westminster, 
as the highway and planning authority.

Over half of the total £1.9m capital works funding has already 
been committed and will be provided by a public and private 
funding partnership.

“...there may be opportunities for new public art or sculpture 
and even possibly a traditional, ornamental form of greening...”
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AN OUTLINE HISTORY OF THE 
CLUBS OF ST. JAMES’S : PART I 

After the 1660s development of 
St. James’s and improvements by the 
paving commissioners to St. James’s 
Street, the area became celebrated for 
its coffee and chocolate houses, which 
evolved into gentleman’s clubs. The clubs 
are especially important in the history of 
the fabric of the area and their evolution 
in the 18th century into subscription 
membership clubs. Their proprietors 
were among the most influential men 
who helped shape the social as well as 
architectural characteristics of their day.

Before the establishment of St. James’s 
clubs, in 1657, Roger North had written 
that:

“…the use of coffee houses seems 
newly improved by a new invention 
called chocolate houses…”

The Cocoa Tree was a sign used after 
chocolate was first brought to England 
in 1652. 

Whites Club at 37-38 St. James’s Street, 
is the oldest and grandest survivor, 
established in 1693, but in a 1674 
building, and various sites until, 
in 1787-8, in its present form and site, 
although altered again in 1811, when 
its famous “bow” window (where many 
posed, including Beau Brummell and his 
friends) was installed, and yet again the 
building was altered in 1850-2. 

Other important survivors near to 
Whites in St. James’s Street are: Boodles 
(No. 28), built in 1775-6, Brooks’s 
(No. 60) on the corner with Park Place, 
built in 1788 and The Carlton Club 
(founded in 1832) but since 1940, housed 
in a building, dating from 1827 (once the 
home of “Arthur’s Chocolate House” or 
“Club”, in 1811, the first members club 
also run by members themselves which 
closed in 1940) , at No. 69, (members 
required to: “…profess the principles and 
objects…” of  the Conservative Party from 
1912). No. 74 was once occupied by 
The Conservative Club, built in 1843-5.

Whites Club : 37-38 St. James’s Street.

1775-1776 Boodle’s Club : 28 St. James’s Street.

The Carlton Club : 69 St. James’s Street. C.1910 view of the former Conservative Club, 
74 St. James’s Street. 

1778 Brooks’s Club : 60 St. James’s Street.

17TH TO 18TH CENTURY CLUBS
 
Sources: London Encyclopedia/Trust books)
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High level of recent tiled roof improvement of 
The historic Reform Club.

Street level view of the recent 67 Pall Mall 
fine wine club.

No. 50 St. James’s Street the former Devonshire 
Club site, currently being developed as a new club.

The 17th and 18th centuries : 
From Coffee and Chocolate Houses 
to proprietary subscription clubs

PART 2
19TH - 21ST CENTURY CLUBS
Next issue

Ozinda’s Chocolate House followed 
White’s Club in 1694, and was 
established, like many, east and north, 
but in close proximity to St. James’s Palace. 
It was demolished in 1748, after Dominico 
Osenda, or Ozinda, announced he was: 
“…disposed to return to France…” 
in 1724.

The Cocoa Tree Chocolate House 
which had occupied various sites in 
Pall Mall from 1698-1799 and until 
1835, was at No. 64 St. James’s Street. 
From 1746 until the end of the 19th 
century when it closed, it had been 
converted into a private gambling club, 
and may have merged in 1799 with 
“Weltje’s, a club formed by Lewis Weltje 
in 1781, soon noted for gambling and 
extravagant entertainment. 

The Smyrna Coffee House was 
founded in 1702 on the site of No. 59 
Pall Mall and soon became known for 
political discourse, frequented by Swift 
and later, Boswell. Richard “Beau” Nash 
(1674-1761), the dandy and “master of 
ceremonies” and events, was said to have 
waited: “…a whole day at a window in 
the Smyrna Coffee House, in order to 
receive a bow from the Prince or Duchess 
of Marlborough as they passed by…
and he would then look round upon the 
company for admiration and respect…” 

The Thatched House Tavern, also 
frequented by Swift, was a fashionable 
tavern from 1704 or 1705 in St. James’s 
Street. It was demolished in 1814, 
but rebuilt and then demolished for 
The Conservative Club, designed by 
George Basevi and Smirke. 

The Thatched House Club (also known as: 
“the ale house”), then occupied adjoining 
premises (Nos. 85-86), which were taken 
over by The Union Club in 1951 and 
The Constitutional Club from 1964. 

The St. James’s Coffee House 
was also established in 1705, at 87 
St. James’s Street, by John Elliott. It had 
the reputation of being a Whig house, 
which strengthened until in 1724, when 
it was stated that no Tory would allow 
himself to be seen in St. James’s. It closed 
towards the end of the 18th century. 
Also in St. James’s Street were 
“Williams’s”, (No. 86), in 1710, 
“Gaunt’s” (No. 88), in the 1730s and 
“Saunders” (No. 85) in 1758. In 1762 
William Almack leased No. 49 and 
50 Pall Mall (“Almack’s”), establishing 
himself as the central figure in the history 
of London clubs, until his death in 1781. 
In 1772-1782 The Savoir Vivre Club 
was based in the Star and Garter public 
house in Pall Mall, but soon moved to 28 
St. James’s Street. In 1782, the building 
was let to the expanding Boodles Club. 

Established in 1828, and in a building 
from 1826-7 at No. 50-53 St. James’s 
Street (currently under a long term 
restoration and improvement scheme 
to a club use, following its 1990s use as 
a casino), “Crockfords”, was a private 
club and gambling house: “…composed 
of the chief aristocracy of England…” 
The Duke of Wellington was said to be a 
non-gambling member. After Crockford’s 
death in 1844, it was occupied by The 
Naval, Military and Civil Service Club 
and after 1874/5 by The Devonshire 
Club, a Liberal club (and a membership 
requirement, until 1915), founded as an 
alternative to The Reform Club in Pall 
Mall. The Junior Army and Navy Club 
occupied No.10 St. James’s Street from 
1882-1904.
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THE TRUST’S SUMMER 
GARDEN PARTY  



A new, annual event 
has been piloted 
by The St. James’s 
Conservation 
Trust, thanks to 
partnership with The 
St. James’s Square 
Trust, custodians, of 
the private garden 
Square since the late 
18th century.

Organised by the Trust’s subcommittee, 
chaired by Trustee, Virginia Chichester and 
aided by event organiser Howard Evans, 
well known for his annual Mayfair event, 
they put together a remarkable group to 
ensure the event’s success. 

Business and community representatives 
hosted stands, with entertainments, 
refreshments and displays around the 
Square, including St. James’s Church, 
Fortnum & Mason in an oversized 
hamper structure, The Ritz, with 
singers and a roulette table, and many 
fine wines, snacks, including oysters and 
fun from the many sponsors including the 
Cavendish Hotel, the Hampden Group, 
Knight Frank, Wiltons, the London Art 
Week, The Mayfair Times, The Crown 
Estate, Hambros Bank, the Murano 
Café and 67 Pall Mall. The evening was 
introduced by the Chairman of the Trust, 
together with The Lord Mayor 
of Westminster. 

Amongst many invited guests, St. James’s 
stakeholders and local interests, were 
local Ward Councillors and government 
representatives, including Mark Field 
MP, for the Cities of London and 
Westminster constituency. 
The wonderful, donated raffle prize draw 
was an entertainment finale, with both 
high style and wit, from actor, presenter 
Christopher Biggins, stepping outside 
his familiar winter seasonal pantomime 
and stage appearances.

The Ritz stage set.Fortnum & Mason hamper of refreshments.Music at the Ritz Sponsored Marquee.

Advisors to the Trust from Atkins at the Trust’s marquee. Andrew Love, Trust Chairman.

The raffle draw with event organiser Howard Evans.
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The 2017 event is already planned for
Thursday 29th June. Tickets are available
via the Trust website:
www.stjamestrust.org.uk/summer-garden-party-2017
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PERSONALITIES OF ST. JAMES’S - 
PAST AND PRESENT
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So many influential people have lived in 
or contributed to the unique heritage of 
St. James’s, reflected in a vast archive of 
books and images. In this brief outline 
we are starting a series of reminders, 
with pictures and relevant associations. 
This may help in addressing the Trust’s 
charitable aim of education in stimulating 
the community and all involved in 
changes to the area, to undertake 
further research and updated forms of 
recognition and celebration within the 
area. It is an opportunity to go beyond 
only the familiar, blue and green wall 
plaques, sculptures, memorials 
or conventional artworks, which are 
plentiful in St. James’s and for which, 
few conventional sites now remain.
The trust policy is that any relevant future 
development sites, should be prompted 
 

to address relevant personalities and 
their associations to key places. Where 
change is appropriate, artists could find 
imaginative, possibly by lighting, virtual 
or IT solutions, to be integrated with 
architecture.
Already, the Trust has been involved in 
partnership with developers and artists 
involved in good art examples. The former 
Windsor House redevelopment now has 
2-dimensional glass etched historical maps 
and personalities visible at the entrance. 
At Apple Tree Yard, a graphic carved 
stone wall recognises architect, Sir Edwin 
Lutyens’ local association with the site.
Most recently in the entrance reception 
of 11-15 Arlington Street, a bronze bust 
of the 1st Earl of Arlington has been 
installed. 

Beau Brummell: 1778 - 1840. Statue in Jermyn 
Street, where he often shopped.

Caesar Ritz: 1850 - 1918, developer of the 
internationally renowned Ritz Hotels.

Nancy Astor: 1879 - 1964, first female MP, 
Anglo-American socialite, who has a Blue Plaque 
recognition in St. James’s Square.

Nell Gwynne: 1671 - 1687, regarded as a living 
embodiment of the spirit of Restoration England.

Stephen Fry: 1957, local resident of St. James’s.
Author, actor and presenter.

1st Earl of Arlington; 1618 - 1685, a new bust in 
11-15 Ashington Street.

John Nash: 1752 - 1835, Architect and designer. 
Plaque in his Summer House in St. James’s Square.



JERMYN STREET AND HISTORIC 
BUSINESSES IN ST. JAMES’S STREET

The main space of the former incredible ‘Turkish’ 
Hammam at 76 Jermyn Street.

The domed focal point of the ‘Turkish’ Hammam at 
76 Jermyn Street.

Plan and section of the Hammam at 
76 Jermyn Street.

Following on from the laying out of 
St. James’s Square, in 1662, with: 
“great and good” houses for people of 
consequence, it was natural that Henry 
Jermyn, Earl of St. Albans would create 
Jermyn Street, in 1667-1680s, comprising 
initially small shops and houses, to provide 
services and tradesman for the elegant 
adjacent square. It was also a street which 
from the late 18th century, was known 
for hotels and taverns, including at the 
western closed end for a time, The King’s 
Head Inn, and along the street there 
was also: The Gun Tavern, Rouelles, the 
“Hotel” Greniere, “Blake’s”, “Reddish’s”, 
“Miller’s”, “Topham’s”, “The St. James’s” 
later, “The Waterloo” (afterwards known 
as “Jules”) and, most famously, and still 
surviving in name: The Cavendish Hotel. 

Amongst the many survivors of the 
original street layout with the church 
at its heart, are the famous shops, with 
beautiful historic shopfronts including 
Floris the perfumery, Paxton and Whitfield, 
the cheese shop, which together with 
later businesses, like Foster and Sons the 
bootmakers, are important survivors of 
the service suppliers who together with 
fashionable and traditional clothing, 
hatters, tobacco merchants, restaurants, 
clubs, galleries and arcades all give this 
luxury quarter its special character. 

The street was very badly damaged 
during the Second World War bombing, 
but has continued to prosper, with 
significant restoration, rebuilding and 
new high quality uses. 
 
The City Council’s plans for the street’s 
repair and improvements in natural 
stone paving, with better lighting and 
organisation of space, will help ensure 
the quality and variety of past tradition 
continues. 

Two of these special, uses with an 
interesting heritage are illustrated here, 
one lost, the once fashionable Turkish 
Baths, and one more recent, still trading, 
as a restaurant, housed in the place 
where Walls’ business originated.

The two former Turkish Baths, 
of Jermyn Street: Hamman’s at No. 
76 Jermyn Street and No. [12 Duke 
of York Street] and 92 Jermyn Street, 
The Savoy Turkish Baths.

No, 76 Jermyn Street, was perhaps 
the most famous Hammam in London. 
The establishment opened in Jermyn 
Street in 1862, (overseen by architect, 
George Somers Clarke but with technical 
designs and then management by 
David Urquhart):

“…which [site purchase] cost £6,000 to 
build, of eastern architecture…” behind 
an existing façade, on a Crown Estate 
owned site (of the former St. James’s 
Hotel).

It was one of about 30 in London around 
that time. The building had two principal 
floors. The baths were shut in 1940 
not long before they were destroyed 
by bombing, which damaged much of 
Jermyn Street in 1941.

Nos. [12 Duke of York Street and] 92 
Jermyn Street was the site of The Savoy 
Turkish Baths, in 1910, by Ernest Henry 
Adams, and in 1912 purchased by William 
Cooper, demolished in the 1970s. The 
Savoy baths were designed for a wider 
clientele. Ernest Henry Adams had opened 
the York House Hydro about 1908.

Two years later he opened Turkish baths 
around the corner at 92 Jermyn Street. 
The two premises were joined at the back 
and the [Duke of] York Street baths were 
turned into Ladies’ Turkish Baths. 
The men’s baths in Jermyn Street were 
open all night, and soon became popular 
with the gay community.

Based on research and website material by Author, 
Malcolm Shifrin: Victorian Turkish Baths: Their Origin, 
Development, and Gradual Decline.
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Rowleys in No. 113, Jermyn Street. 

This steak (or chicken) and unlimited 
French fries, specialist restaurant, is 
famous for its beautiful tiled interiors 
and traditional shopfront, appropriate 
reminders of the site where Thomas Wall 
was born in 1846, best remembered for 
his ice cream, but also meats businesses. 
Trading since 1976 on the site, this 
remains a popular pre or post West 
End theatre venue, nearly opposite the 
smallest London Theatre at 22 Jermyn 
Street. 

St. James’s Street and the evolution 
of shops near clubs (see Part 1: 17th 
and 18th century clubs pages 6 and 9): 

The ancient route to and from St. James’s 
Palace which became St. James’s Street, 
remains rich in historical events and 
architectural heritage across the centuries. 
St. James’s Street first appears in the 
rate book in 1660, and had begun to be 
built up from the beginning of the 17th 
century, but also noted by the diarist John 
Evelyn as: “a quagmire”. In 1662 the 
street was placed under the control of the 
paving commissioners and then again in 
the mid 18th century action was taken, 
which was pioneering in scope for London 
and other urban streets, as kerbs and 
flagstone, elevated footways were created 
to be the new standard of quality, evolving 
the origins of communal local government 
public highway responsibilities. 

The street became celebrated for its clubs 
and high quality residents, visitors and the 
uses they supported. 

These notably included the grocers, turned 
wine merchants, Berry Bros & Rudd and 
later Justerini and Brooks, amongst many 
survivors and more recent uses, including 
for example, D R Harris, pharmacy, Fox 
and Dunhill’s, the tobacconists, Berretta 
and most recently The Bullion Exchange, 
alongside restaurants, cafes and clubs.

Two of these specialist, and historic 
St. James’s Street shops, with long 
family-managed continuities, like those 
in Jermyn Street, are also illustrated here, 
as reminders that such fragile treasures 
need constant support in the commercial 
world of luxury competition. Each has a 
high quality traditional form of shopfront, 
Lobb’s an attractive Edwardian style, 
fitting the style of the stone building, 
Locks retaining is multi-paned, bow 
fronted windows, frequently cited by 
heritage experts as: “one of the finest 
early 18th century shopfronts in London”.

Lobb’s in No. 9 St. James’s Street. 

J. Lobb’s the bootmakers were established 
in about 1850 by a grandfather of 
modern day family owners. John Lobb 
was a Cornish cobbler who had gone to 
Australia during the gold rush. He had 
made his fortune selling prospectors 
boots with a hollow heel for hiding 
gold nuggets. Returning to London, 
he established his business at No. 9 
St. James’s Street. They have been 
Bootmakers by Royal Warrant, initially 
from The Prince of Wales (later Edward VII), 
since 1911 and can claim making boots 
for The Duke of Wellington, amongst a 
wide-ranging aristocratic clientele.

Locks in No. 6 St. James’s Street.

James Lock married Mary Davis and 
inherited in 1759 from Charles Davis, 
his father-in-law who died in 1758, 
the hatter business already established 
in 1726. It moved to No. 6 St. James’s 
Street, when James Lock acquired a lease 
in 1793. George James Lock, succeeded 
his father in 1799. Lock’s early success 
had come from the patronage of the old 
Whig families, of Marlborough, Bedford, 
Devonshire and Walpole. James Lock 
also realised the potential of supplying 
head-gear to the Army and Navy, during 
the long years of the Napoleonic Wars, 
ultimately making the hat that Nelson had 
specially commissioned and paid for on his 
last visit, with a built-in eye shade, worn at 
Trafalgar and later a plumed bicorn, worn 
by Wellington, at Waterloo in 1815. 
In 1821 George’s son, also James Lock, 
was in charge. His daughter, Ann, married 
Charles Whitbourn and their son joined 
his uncle, in 1865. James Benning, a 
foreman, was now in partnership and 
when he died, his grandson, George 
James Stephenson, already in the firm 
from 1894, took over. In 1850 a William 
Coke had a hard-domed hat designed to 
fit closely to the head and thus suitable for 
his gamekeepers when chasing poachers. 
Since Lock’s chief suppliers were Thomas 
and William Bowler in Southwark Bridge 
Road, this hat became known as 
a “bowler”, but in St. James’s, it was 
called a “Coke”, after the man who 
had ordered it.

Locks : The Hatters, St. James’s Street

Im
age courtesy of Locks &

 C
o 

Lobbs : the bookmakers, St. James’s StreetRowleys Restaurant : Jermyn Street

JERMYN STREET AND HISTORIC 
BUSINESSES IN ST. JAMES’S STREET



The Trust’s most recent studies 
uploaded to our website this year are 
summarised below to help in our aims of 
monitoring issues of concern, requiring 
the City Council and the Trust to have 
a partnership approach to controls. 
Licensing legislation and consequences 
have changed the night-time character 
of the West End significantly over the last 
20 years and negative aspects are still 
one of the local residential and business 
communities’ major concerns for the 
dignity of the historic character of 
St. James’s. The recent study: 
“St. James’s Review of Licensing”, 
outlining these new issues, trends and 
data, updates the Trust’s commentary 
and past forecasts, that the area would 
be a target for later hours and more 
disturbance in its “A3 Food and 
Drink 2007” report. 

The quality of new uses introduced to 
St. James’s and much of the restored 
and new architecture over a similar 
period is part of the background for 
the Trust’s other outline report from 
last year, which seeks to highlight 
that there are still many 20th century 
buildings of inappropriate architectural 
characteristics (notably height, bulk, 
and poor quality façades and often 
materials), irrespective of existing uses, 
which may be considered as opportunity 
sites for replacement. Of course, this is 
a commercial and planning matter by 
developers, with owners and occupiers’ 
rights recognised, that are beyond the 
Trust’s charitable purposes.

The aim of this reminder of 
such buildings in our illustrated: 
“Where in St. James’s - An outline 
of opportunity sites” is that the Trust 
is always seeking to raise architectural 
excellence in the 21st century, wherever 
it is appropriate and can add to 
the character of over 300 years of 
architectural heritage.

DEVELOPMENT, LICENCING AND 
OTHER RECENT ISSUES

St. James's Review of Licensing
St. James's Conservation Trust

January 2016
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ST. JAMES’S NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM 

LONDON ART WEEK AT ST. JAMES’S
30th June and December 2017

“…formed early in 2015 with the 
principal objective of producing a…
Neighbourhood Plan which is specifically 
relevant to all residents, businesses, 
landowners, occupiers and other 
interested parties. Our aim is to canvass 
the views of as many people as possible 
within the area, all of whom can become 
members of the Forum at no cost which 
will ensure that they are kept advised 
of the Forum’s progress and have the 
opportunity to comment if they 
so wish…”

The Localism Act in April 2012 
introduced the concept of 
Neighbourhood Planning Forums 
which should produce plans for their 
area. Once approved by the City of 
Westminster, a referendum must be 
held to endorse the plan, before it 
comes into effect.

Our next meeting with consultants, 
Gerald Eve, who are preparing two 
draft plans, will be on 25th May 2017. 
See the website for further details: 
www.stjamesforum.com

A letter from the Chairman: Roger Sharpley
A new St. James’s Neighbourhood Plan.

A drawing by Paul Gauguin, also 
at Stephen Ongpin - The Head of a 
Breton Woman. 

Unfinished portrait by Sir Thomas 
Lawrence P.R.A. Portrait of 
Wilhelmina Bowlby at Bagshawe 
Fine Art.

London Art Week is returning to 
St. James’s on 30th June 2017 to 
showcase an exceptional collection of 
pre-contemporary art. Hosted across 
more than 50 of the capital’s most 
notable galleries including Stephen 
Ongpin Fine Art, Tomasso Brothers Fine 
Art, Colnaghi, Peter Finer Antique Arms 
and Armour, Agnews Gallery and Rupert 
Wace Ancient Art, London Art Week will 
welcome guests from around the world 
to discover the beauty and history of 
St. James’s first hand whilst experiencing 
exceptional art from five millennia. 
The weeklong event will welcome visitors 
to exhibitions ranging from paintings 
and drawings to sculptures dating from 
antiquity to the 20th century in the heart 
of one of London’s most historic estates. 

Situated within easy walking distance of 
each other, the participating galleries and 
auction houses will reveal an abundance 
of art with masterpieces ranging from 
eras such as Renaissance sculpture, 
Greek antiquities and British 
Impressionism. The array of dedicated, 
special exhibitions will feature 
masterworks by some of the most 
revered names in art history, including 
Eugene Delacroix, Sir Thomas Lawrence, 
Marcel Duchamp, Paul Gauguin, 
Amedeo Modigliani and Paul Rubens.

In addition to the summer showcase, 
London Art Week will also host its 
first December event in 2017.

St. James’s Conservation Trust advisors at the 
Summer Garden Party promoting consultation on 
the proposed St. James’s Neighbourhood Plan.



For more information contact, the Trust’s Architect / Planner / 
Administrator Peter Heath RIBA MRTPI at: peter.heath@atkinsglobal.com

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION : 
OUR WINNER Name: The Crown Estate

The Trustees continually review their 
accessible photographic archive collection 
and have decided that there are still not 
enough images that truly capture 
“The Spirit of St. James’s”. 

The St. James’s Conservation Trust Open 
Photographic Competition therefore 
invites you to send us photos representing 
the quality and “spirit” of the area 
past and present, under headings, 
perhaps reflecting: 

• A Day In the Life of St. James’s.
• St. James’s Day and Night.
• St. James’s over the seasons.
Winners could find themselves 
on our next front cover!
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Below: Our series of photos of some of the 
many plaques and statues recording historic 
individuals and events in St. James’s.

...the “Spirit of 
St. James’s”

Personalities and memorials in St. James’s

The Athenaeum Club

The Ritz
William Kent House

Winner
The Crown Estate

In St. James’s Place Sir Keith Park
Waterloo Place

In Arlington Street King Edward VII
Waterloo Place

St. James’s Summer Garden 

Party 2016

St James’s Square
Summer Garden Party

John Fox Burgoyne,Waterloo Place



It has been almost five years since we launched our 
ambitious vision and £500 million investment programme 
to re-establish St. James’s as a world-class retail, business 
and leisure destination. Our approach is guided by a clear 
strategy that aims to enhance St. James’s sensitively, carefully 
and for the long term, working in partnership with the local 
community and Westminster City Council. 

We do this through the regeneration of historic blocks 
complemented with high quality architecture, amenities, 
best-in-class international dining and inspiring culture, 
to meet the needs of modern occupiers and make it one 
of the most prestigious addresses in London. 

Our St. James’s portfolio comprises more than half of the 
buildings in the area; some four million ft2 of retail, 
office and residential space with a value of over £1.5 billion. 
Last year we also acquired 117 Jermyn Street, located 
between our award-winning One Eagle Place and our 
new landmark development, St. James’s Market.

The latter is our most ambitious development to date, 
a £400 million joint venture with Oxford Properties. 
St. James’s Market has created 210,000 ft2 of new, modern 
office accommodation, alongside flagship stores and new 
restaurants, all set within over half an acre of revitalised public 
space. This includes The Pavilion, which currently houses 
The Paper Aviary, a display of exotic paper birds inspired 
by Charles II’s collection of tropical birds which were housed 
in St. James’s Park. A previous exhibition retold tale of 
The Handsome Butcher of St. James’s Market; an 18th century 
ballad capturing the market as it was 300 years ago. 

We have also built on the area’s residential character, working 
closely with Westminster City Council to improve the public 
realm by redressing the balance between pedestrians 
and motorists. To enliven the new public spaces we have 
commissioned artworks which draw on the area’s rich  
cultural heritage, such as the collection of outdoor public 
seating designed in homage to the craft and skills practised 
in the area. 

The quality of our developments continues to drive 
healthy demand.

In 2016, new flagship retailers moving to St. James’s Market 
have included a bespoke emporium from British brand 
Jigsaw; the first UK store for Paul & Shark; the flagship store 
for Aspinal of London; a unique concept store from lifestyle 
brand Smeg and the Swiss cycling brand ASSOS. We have also 
welcomed seven new restaurants, including double Michelin-
starred Aquavit, Anzu, Urban Tea Rooms, Ole & Steen, and a 
new concept from the Salt Yard Group, Veneta. 

Other new restaurants in the area, including Café Murano, 
Milos, Cicchetti, Chutney Mary, and most recently the second 
branch of Jamie Oliver’s Barbecoa, have secured St. James’s 
reputation for offering the best in international cuisine. As we 
look to 2017 and beyond, we are excited by the opportunity 
to further enhance St. James’s as a vibrant and distinctive 
world-class destination.

Source: The Crown Estate www.thecrownestate.co.uk

The Crown Estate St. James’s assets comprise around half of the 
buildings in the area; some 4 million ft 2 of retail, off ice and 
residential space with a value of over £1 billion.
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For more information contact, the Trust’s Architect / Planner / Administrator Peter Heath RIBA MRTPI at peter.heath@atkinsglobal.com

The Trust’s work relies on voluntary funding. 
Cheque donations or legacies should be made out to: 
The St. James’s Conservation Trust Ltd and sent to:

FJM Accountancy Limited, 23 Shackleton Court, 
2 Maritime Quay, London E14 3QF

For the attention of F. J. McDowell Esq
Email: frank@fjmaccountancy.co.uk

New public artwork installations at St. James’s Market.


